IBM Digital
Health Pass
Multi-credential verifier

Between global COVID-19 variants, fragmented policies across borders,
different businesses’ requirements and multiple types of credentials,
organizations face challenges in finding the right solution to verify
COVID-19 tests and vaccination statuses. And they also want to give
individuals a way to voluntarily share their various COVID-19 health
credentials.
IBM® Watson Health® designed IBM Digital Health Pass to help you
with these challenges. Individuals can voluntarily share their COVID-19
health credentials from their smartphone or as a printed QR code. So it
can be used to manage and execute verification policies for COVID-19 —
policies set by organizations themselves and by local health authorities.
Digital Health Pass offers a multi-credential verifier. This means it can
work with international standards. Plus, organizations can use it to verify
multiple types of COVID-19 health credentials, including the IBM Digital
Health Pass, Good Health Pass, SMART™ Health Card and EU Digital
COVID Certificate.
Privacy is central to the solution. An organization can use the Digital
Health Pass Verify app to confirm an individual’s COVID-19 health
credentials without needing to store individual’s personal information.
This document focuses on the Verify app, which organizations can
use to admit individuals to their physical locations.
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What are the three key roles of data exchange?
– Issuers such as healthcare providers, labs and pharmacies can issue
COVID-19 health credentials for an individual both digitally and as a
paper vaccination card or test result.
– Individuals (holders) manage and voluntarily share their COVID-19
test result or vaccination status with organizations to gain access to a
physical location such as a workplace, school, stadium or airplane.
– Verifiers, such as businesses, use the Verify app to confirm these
health credentials based on the verifier’s requirements.

Issuers

– Onboard with IBM Digital
Health Pass issuer API
– Issue data to holders as
verifiable credentials
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Holders

– Download the IBM Digital
Health Pass Wallet
– Manage COVID-19 health
credentials in an encrypted
wallet on their smartphone
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Verifiers

– Download the IBM Digital
Health Pass Verify app
– Register to verify COVID-19
health credentials
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Why does the world need multi-credential verification?

For:

Point solutions historically
tend to:

Digital Health Pass multicredential verifier can:

Credentials that can be verified

Only support credentials issued
from their own platform or that
conform to a single specification

Support multiple credentials
issued from multiple platforms
and specifications, such as the IBM
Digital Health Pass, EU Digital Covid
Certificate, SMART Health Card and
Good Health Pass—all from a single
app

Rules that can be executed
at verification

Only check validity of credential
signature or do minimal checks
against the single specification
they support

Confirm:
– That a credential signature is
valid
– That the credential complies with
verifier-defined validation rules
Provide a configuration service that
confirms verification policies (rules)
that can be dynamically updated at
global scale

Issuers that can be verified
and trusted

Only recognize their own issuers

Recognize issuers on the IBM
platform, the EU Gateway and
the VCI Directory. IBM is also
working with Linux Foundation
Public Health on the Global COVID
Certificate Network (GCCN).

Data exchange that is peer-to-peer
and privacy preserving

Require all data to be presented
to verifier for manual rule-checking
and rely on a cloud service

Use personal data exchange that is
peer-to-peer. No personal health
information leaves the Digital
Health Pass Wallet app during the
verification process.
Help minimize verifier access to
personally identifiable information
Use deidentified system-wide
metrics generated to aid in policy
decisions
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Our design principles
Digital Health Pass Verify app is based on fundamental principles that
aim to protect the individual and enable privacy by design at every level
of the solution. The principles that underpin our solution are:

Peer-to-peer data exchange
Data exchanges happen directly between the credential individual
(holder) and Verify app, with no third-party involvement. When
individuals choose to share their COVID-19 health pass with an
organization, all verification happens in the Verify app, and none of
their personal health information leaves the app. Verification happens
in an offline mode, with dynamic caching to ensure that organizations
always have access to update their policies and configurations.

Policy enforcement
Organizations design verification policies that establish how their Verify
app will work, and they can synchronize these configurations across a
diverse network of other Verify apps. The configurations allow them to
define the types of credentials they accept, issuers they trust, rules to
check related to specific health status requirements, and data displayed
upon verification.

Privacy preserving
By executing rules in the Verify app (rules that represent jurisdictional
or business policies), it can help reduce the amount of data exposed
to the verifying individual or organization. They don’t need to see the
health data to know that a person complies with entry requirements.
Also no personal health information is stored on the ledger; and once
the credential is scanned and verified, it is deleted.

Web scale
By running verification within the app, with a configuration service
that handles server-side synchronization and caching (and that is
globally deployed), our verification process is scalable and helps with
fluctuations in internet or cloud access, making it robust and attractive
to global use cases.
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Technology
Digital Health Pass Verifier is a cloud SaaS offering that includes:
– Verifier apps which perform credential verification with
mobile and web versions
– Verifier APIs that allow organizations to retrieve required
data such as trust lists, rules, keys, etc., from the platform
– Verifier admin portal that allows organizations to configure
their policies
– Verifier configuration service to ensure that policies can
be deployed to the network of verifier apps.
To complete verification of a credential, the organization’s
users need to:
Check the signature. This allows the verifier to confirm that the
credential was created by a known issuer and that it has not been
altered since it was issued.
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Verify confirmation. The app allows a verifier to be sure that the issuer
is “trusted” as part of the Digital Health Pass ecosystem, meaning the
issuers have been onboarded to a trusted registry. We currently use the
IBM Trust Registry, the EU Gateway, and the VCI Directory. However,
IBM is working with other entities, such as the Linux Foundation
Global COVID Certificate Network (GCCN), to build out a larger global
interoperable trust network.
Execute rules. The app allows the verifier to check the presence of
certain values in the data, in order to comply to their organization’s
specific implementation of its verification policy—for example, to check
that the COVID-19 vaccination is on an approved list or that a test is
negative. With Digital Health Pass Verify app, the rules engine executes
rules from within the app, on the edge, but synchronized from the
configuration service on a regular basis to ensure the policy is updated.
Present results. The app allows the user to see the minimum required
data fields according to the verifier configuration. With Digital Health
Pass Verify app, the configuration specifies the fields that should be
displayed, which are often driven by jurisdictional requirements. For
example in the EU, the verifier can only show the name and date of
birth of the individual. It cannot even show the type of digital COVID-19
certificate.
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Appendix 1: Illustrative user journey

Illustrative user journey1

Charles, in Ireland,
gets a COVID-19
vaccination.
Fourteen days later
he gets EU Digital
COVID Certificate.

To return to work

Charles’s employer may
require proof of vaccination.

Employer’s Verify app
is configured to
accept vaccination
certificates and
applies Irish rules.

To attend a concert

Charles might find that
stadium officials require
proof of vaccination,
negative test or recovery.

Stadium’s Verify
app is configured to
accept a vaccination,
test, or recovery
certificate and applies
Irish rules.

To fly to the US

Charles might find that
border control agents
require proof of vaccination
or negative test.

Border control’s Verify
app is configured to
accept a vaccination
or test certificate and
applies US rules.

1. Illustrative use cases: Factors are location specific.
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Appendix 2: Examples of credentials scanned

SMART™ Health Card
Good Health Pass

IBM Digital Health Pass Issuer
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Learn more about IBM Digital Health Pass online to see
how it works, or schedule time with us to talk about how
it can help you fully reopen and remain open.
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